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Branding the

Great Outdoors
Fresh ideas for safe socialising

A

BARRIERS & COVERS

With lockdown changing, customers are being
welcomed back with open arms. Well, more of
a socially-distant-wave from a well-sanitised
hand, than a warm hug. But nevertheless it’s a
welcome sign as businesses look to reboot.
Post-lockdown advice can be a little muddling
at times but one thing is very clear - outside

B

is best. The Covid-bashing combo of safe
distances and the great outdoors significantly
helps to reduce the chance of spreading any

D

nasties. Keep hand sanitiser handy and
you’re good to go.
Table tops to rooftops. Collections under
canopies. Breaks on the benches. Open
air events. Meetings moving outside.
However you’re planning to make
the most of the great outdoors, our
weatherproof Covid-secure collection
has it covered.

MADE IN THE UK

E

C

In our own hi-tech factories

HUGE STOCKS
Live online availability
FREE FAST DELIVERY
Included in all our prices

A

BOGOTA 1m branded café barrier from £109 £129

B

PVC BANNER 0.5m x 1.0m outdoor PVC banner from £13 £14.95

C

CROWD BARRIER 1.0m x 2.2m wrapover crowd barrier cover from £59 £66

D

SITE BARRIER 1.8m x 3.2m front-printed site barrier cover from £59 £66

E

REYKJAVIK 2.0m x 0.8m outdoor banner stand from £80 £89

FDC1T0K1
LFPVC51

BSPOBPVC

FDBACBC

FDBACBS

PARASOLS

ORLANDO
Large rectangular cantilever parasol
£674 £749
FDSORLFC

Do more outside when you can shelter from the rain or shine with these
custom branded parasols. These printed Patio Parasols can be totally
3m

personalised to suit your customers style.
Each panel can be individually designed, or have the same pattern repeated.

4m

They’re printed in fade-resistant inks on a resilient tent fabric. They’ll fit into
a standard umbrella hole, or add an optional base which can be water-filled to
add stability.

MIAMI
Hexagonal parasol
£108 £121

COACHELLA
Square parasol
£188 £209

FDSMIAFC

FDSCOAFC

weigh down with
slabs or shown
with optional water
filled segments
2.4m

£80

2m

FDFBC4

2.4m

shown with optional
concrete base £35 FDFBCON
shown with optional water base £30 FDFBPWB

POP OUT
BANNERS
Pop out banners are compact and self
erect like magic. Choose from a tall
or wide banner. Both are double sided
A

– have the same message on both
sides or mix it up. Flexible wayfinding
signage that can appear anywhere in

A

an instant.
B

A

SYDNEY Fat and low
£79 each £99

C

B

FDPOSYF

MOSCOW Tall and narrow
£79 each £99

FDPOMOF
B

BUNTING
& BROLLIES

OUTDOOR
SIGNAGE

No one likes a soggy client! We can’t always

C
A

B
D

C

E
D

E

‘A’ FRAME POSTERS Replace existing posters with
waterproof outdoor grade vinyl, A1 size
from £12.59 each LFPPVCA1

count on the sun to make an appearance but we
can be prepared. Keep guests dry with custom

BOLLARD COVERS Weatherproof sleeves fit round
bollards or lampposts and make eye-catching low-cost
signs from £27.55 each IGCRX4BS

branded umbrellas showcasing your customers
logo. Create a festival vibe whatever the weather
with custom printed textile bunting.

PAVEMENT STICKERS NEW Outdoor grade Alufoil
vinyl has extra strength adhesive for use on flat
outdoor surfaces like tarmac 8 from £53.90 IGFVE22S

C

FLOOR STENCIL NEW Spray messages directly onto
indoor or outdoor floors, through a custom-cut 3mm
foamex stencil from £11.67 each IGFS22
CONE SIGNS NEW Fluted signs fit over traffic cones.
Ideal for aiding navigation and defining designated
collection spaces 5 for £55.37 IGCONESI

BUNTING NEW 10m textile bunting with 18 pennants.
Choose from triangular or rectangular shaped.
10m from £25 £28.55

D

D

WMUKTRIA / WMUKRECT

UMBRELLAS NEW 60” umbrellas with alternating
colour block panels followed by a white panel to print
a logo or graphic. Available in black, red, dark blue
light blue or green from £12.10 each £13.51 WMUKGOLF

DESIGN YOUR GAZEBO
1 Choose your SIZE

BRANDED
FACE MASKS

GAZEBOS

Our bestseller is 3m x 3m, bigger than typical domestic

Our Gazebos are hot

gazebos. Go double-width with our 6m edition
andany
for style
thoseof branded face masks
Choose

sellers. Ideal outdoor

that like something in-between, the 4.5m edition.
for your customers business, team,
A

clients and visitors. Wearing a face mask
helps to reduce the distance that virus-

3m

carrying droplets
can travel.
3m

3m
3m

6m grade. So you
Our masks are not medical

4.5m

don’t need to worry about competing with
care homes or the NHS for supply. They
are a great addition to workwear or as a

2 Choose your CANOPY

giveaway to help people protect others.
Our lowest price is a black unprinted canopy. Upgrade and get the fascia pelmet
printed. Or, be bold and opt for the whole top and pelmet printed on all sides.
B

PREMIUM FACE MASKS Mix and match
3x4.5m
3x6m
your own designs 5 from £29 MASKS5C
£238 £265 FDSMU4FC
£314 £349 FDSMU6FC
LUXURY FACE MASKS Mix and match
your own designs 5 from £34 MASKSL5
£269 £299 FDSDE4FC
£355 £395 FDSDE6FC
REGULAR FACE MASKS A lightweight
£517
£575 FDSGZ4FC
£656 £729 FDSGZ6FC
single
layered
face mask, beautifully

A

3x3m
A

Black unprinted ‘Chief’

£165 £184

FDSMUMFC
B

B

Fascia printed ‘Viceroy’

£197 £219

FDSDELFC
C

C

Fully printed ‘Marquis’

£408 £454

FDSGZBFC

printed on gentle polyester fabric.
Adult and child sizes 25 from £99

for temporary workspace
shelters you can
assemble anywhere in
double-time. Although
they’re designed for
outdoor use, they’re
great indoors too. So
when things do move
B

back inside safely,

3x3m

they're a ready made
self-contained
exhibition stand.

MASKSBC

BLACK FOAM MASKS
Simple, unprinted black masks are our
lowest
cost
option, one
size is one full
Most people finish their gazebo
with
walls.
The
most
popular
combo
C
10 from £16 £20 MASKSF10

3 Then add your WALLS

events and markets. Or

D

height back wall and two half height sides. Half height walls include a hanging rail
– put on the front to hide a table if selling stuff over the counter.

3x3m

3x4.5m

3x6m

C

3x4.5m

GIANT DECKCHAIR

C

3x6m

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

Create an Instagrammable eye catching centrepiece for any outdoor

Back full height

£107 £119

£193 £215

£152 £169

£301 £335

£214 £238

£387 £430

event or area. Our Giant Deckchairs are printed in your customers

Side half height

£88 £98

£132 £147

£88 £98

£132 £147

£88 £98

£132 £147

brand on waterproof fabric. Wipeable surface. They seat two people
(in the same support bubble!). They’re locked into position with a

B

Side full height

£107 £119

£193 £215

£107 £119

£193 £215

£107 £119

£193 £215

Front half height

£107 £119

£193 £215

£117 £130

£182 £203

£176 £196

£264 £294

20%
OFF

D

physical lock and key, to keep things nice and safe.
Frame contracts to

£269
each
£299
compact
size.

Pull the legs outwards –

FDSBLAFC

the frame builds itself.

Pop the canopy on top.

A

Arrange the corners
of the canopy.

GAZEBOS

DESIGN YOUR GAZEBO
1 Choose your SIZE

Our Gazebos are hot

Our bestseller is 3m x 3m, bigger than typical domestic

sellers. Ideal outdoor

gazebos. Go double-width with our 6m edition and for those

events and markets. Or

that like something in-between, the 4.5m edition.

for temporary workspace
shelters you can
assemble anywhere in

3m

3m

double-time. Although
they’re designed for

3m
6m

4.5m

3m

outdoor use, they’re
great indoors too. So
when things do move
B

back inside safely,

2 Choose your CANOPY

3x3m

Our lowest price is a black unprinted canopy. Upgrade and get the fascia pelmet

they're a ready made

printed. Or, be bold and opt for the whole top and pelmet printed on all sides.

self-contained

3x3m

exhibition stand.

3x4.5m

3x6m

A

Black unprinted ‘Chief’

£165 £184

FDSMUMFC

£238 £265

FDSMU4FC

£314 £349

FDSMU6FC

B

Fascia printed ‘Viceroy’

£197 £219

FDSDELFC

£269 £299

FDSDE4FC

£355 £395

FDSDE6FC

C

Fully printed ‘Marquis’

£408 £454

FDSGZBFC

£517 £575

FDSGZ4FC

£656 £729

FDSGZ6FC

3 Then add your WALLS
Most people finish their gazebo with walls. The most popular combo is one full
C

3x4.5m

C

3x6m

height back wall and two half height sides. Half height walls include a hanging rail
– put on the front to hide a table if selling stuff over the counter.

3x3m

A

Frame contracts to

Pull the legs outwards –

compact size.

the frame builds itself.

Pop the canopy on top.

Arrange the corners
of the canopy.

3x4.5m

3x6m

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

SINGLE SIDED

DOUBLE SIDED

Back full height

£107 £119

£193 £215

£152 £169

£301 £335

£214 £238

£387 £430

Side half height

£88 £98

£132 £147

£88 £98

£132 £147

£88 £98

£132 £147

Side full height

£107 £119

£193 £215

£107 £119

£193 £215

£107 £119

£193 £215

Front half height

£107 £119

£193 £215

£117 £130

£182 £203

£176 £196

£264 £294

CAIRO MINI
1.9m version of tear-shaped
flag, for restricted height
from £44 £49

FLAGS

FDFQ190

Base from £25

CAIRO GRANDE
Massive 3.6m tear-shaped
flag. One is great, looks
best in pairs
from £93 £104
FDFQ360

Base from £14

HONG KONG
Backpack flag
from £53 £59
FDBFHO

ISTANBUL
Standing flag
from £44 £49
Product code FDFF250

Base from £14

KUALA LUMPUR
3.5m standing flag
from £58 £65

CAIRO
2.7m Standing flag
from £58 £65

Base from £14

Base from £14

FDFE350

FDFQ270

ISTANBUL GRANDE
Our tallest flag at over 5m,
towers above all the others
from £161 £179

ATHENS
Backpack flag
from £58 £65
FDBFA0

FDFF510

Base from £22

CHOOSE YOUR BASE
CROSS BASE

SQUARE METAL BASE

For indoor or outdoors

For indoor or outdoor

on hard surfaces only.

£14 each

FDFBCRB

WALL MOUNT

WATER RING

WATER BASE

Extra stability for Cross,

use on flat surfaces.

For indoor or outdoor
use on flat, solid walls.

Square or Water base.

Outdoor on flat
surfaces in moderate

£25 each

£12 each

£5 each

wind conditions.

FDFBSQ

FDFBWMB

FDFBWR

£19 each

FDFBWB

OTHER SEATING

UP TO

20%

OFF

CARNIVAL 2
Marching flag
from £42 £47
FDFBR2?

WEMBLEY
Hand-held flag
from £26 £29
FDFWEM?

B
A

CARNIVAL
Hand-held flag
from £31 £35
FDFBR1?

PROMO
Standing flag
from £33 £367
FDFPRO?

Optional water base £14

C

A

OUTDOOR BEANBAG An outdoor bean bag with a water repellent fabric cover
£80 each £89

B

GROUND SPIKE

Suitable for outdoor use
on compacted ground.

£12 each

FDFBGS

OUTDOOR
BANNER
PVC Outdoor
Banner
£80 £89
BSPOBPVC

FDSBALFC

BOSTON High density foam cube stool with water repellent cover
for outdoor use £107 each £119

C

FDSBOVFC

HOLLYWOOD Director’s chair folds neatly for easy transportation.
Customise back and seat Frame + covers £53 £59

D

D

FDSHOLFC

WAIKIKI Branded deckchairs are ace for indoor and outdoor use.
Use to create relaxing chill-out areas Frame + graphic £58

FDSWAIFC

DELIVERY INCLUDED
The small print: Prices shown include delivery to one UK

UP TO

20%
OFF

mainland address. They exclude VAT. Unless stated, prices
shown are for standby service.
Faster turnaround upgrades are available – ask for a price.
See full product specifications online. Price point may not
represent products in photos.

Orders must be approved by 6pm, Wednesday 30/09/20

Order online today at
www.marqetspace.com,
call free 0800 612 6040
or email hello@marqetspace.com
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